Because the internal points of interest (POI) of a city are largely constrained by its road network, the urban POI data feature in the distribution along the road network. On that basis, this paper introduced a selection approach for urban POI data under restriction of road network. Firstly, a road network topological structure was built and the POI data were divided into two groups, with one close to the road network and the other far away from the road network, according to POI data distribution. Secondly, the thinning selection approach was applied to the POI close to the road network while the random selection approach or any of other suitable approaches was applied to those far away from the road network. The reasonable and accurate experimental results demonstrated the feasibility and practicality of the given selection approach to data processing.
INTRODUCTION
There are always numerous point groups on a map, such as the scattering residential areas, dense islands and lakes and urban facilities. Point groups play an important role in cartography and have significant influence on whether the map has elaborately displayed the layout of a specific area. Thus, point group generalization is a considerably important part of cartographic generalization. In practice, because it requires tremendous time and effort to manually generalize the massive scale of point groups, it is of compelling need to develop an automatic point group selection approach. Point group generalization has been studied for years with fruitful achievements in the development of generalization models and algorithms.
Ai Tinghua defined four descriptive parameters in terms of point group distribution and simplified point groups through dynamic reconstruction of Voronoi diagram [1] . Wu Hehai employed the convex hull algorithm to form a multilayer point-group structure that reflected the distribution characteristics of each layer and 0divided point group generalization into two parts, including convex-hull combination and polygonal apex generalization [2] . On one hand, both algorithms above have taken the distribution characteristics and spatial structures of point groups into consideration during generalization and met certain requirements. On the other hand, since the algorithms require relatively complicated calculation, they are more suitable for the generalization of point groups in small-scale maps, instead of POI selection with a large-scale city map. In addition to the above-mentioned algorithms, some scholars also introduced other new ideas for point group selection and simplification to the field of POI data generalization. Yan Haowen respectively selected a series of quantitative descriptive factors of point group-related statistics, special subjects, topology and metrical information, applied these factors to point group generalization and eventually put forward a weighted Voronoi diagram-based point group generalization algorithm [3] . Cai Yongxiang adopted the Kohonen net to modify the existing algorithms so that the spatial distribution of point groups could remain in a scale-down point group selection [4] . However, only theoretical studies on these algorithms were carried out. Hence, further analysis on the feasibility of the above-mentioned algorithms in practical cartographic generalization should be performed before actually applying them to map drawing.
It is inappropriate to consider the point data on a large-scale map as a point group. The distribution and density of urban POI data are significantly associated with the surrounding of roads. Generally, urban arteries and internal roads extend with diverse POI data along both sides, such as commercial and public facilities, public establishments and residential areas [5] . The distribution of such point data as road lamps and well lids in a city is usually constrained by the road network. Specifically, they are usually distributed along the roads. In terms of point data selection with a large-scale city map, the following two aspects should be taken into account: (1) From the perspective of the point data as part of a point group: Overall distribution characteristics and density before and after generalization; (2) From the perspective of the point data as a separate point: Location characteristics of the point data and the constraint relation between the point data and the surroundings. Based on the close constraint relation between road network and urban POI distribution, this paper explored a selection approach for urban POI constrained by road network, carried out an experiment with practical data and obtained accurate and reasonable experimental results.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Roads Topology
Road is a fundamental element of a city map. Urban roads jointly establish the foundation framework that shapes a city. Road network can be considered to be a complex man-made spatial network, which, to a certain extent, reflects the morphologic characteristics of a city. Geometrically, road meshes are actually polygons formed by multiple staggered roads. The interconnected urban roads divide a city into several blocks. Road mesh means a loop composed of several roads, which, in most cases, is surrounding a block [6] .
The topological road meshes can be identified based on the concept of topological polygon by building a topological structure of the road network with road data. The curves of topological meshes are called mesh roads. The topological structure of road network includes three types of topological roads [7] . First, the road and the curved sections of others in connection constitute a topological mesh. This type of topological roads is characterized in that: it is adjacent to at least one polygon on the left or the right. As shown in Fig. 1 , L1-L5 are five mesh roads that constitute a topological mesh W. A road connecting to others but is not part of any topological meshes is called a dangled road. See L6-L13 in Fig. 1 . This type of topological roads is characterized in that: both ends of its curved section respectively have, and only have, one nodal point that shapes the road into a loop. A separate road without connection with any other roads is called an isolated road. See L15 in Fig. 1 . This type of topological roads is characterized in that: only the curved section of the road has two nodal points at both ends respectively. For the convenience of operation, the isolated road was considered as a special form of dangled road. In other words, the auxiliary point selection of isolated roads is the same as that of a common dangled road. 
Point Data Classification
After building a topological structure of road network, the point data were applied to and extensively distributed on the entire topological structure of road network. According to the position relation between points and topological road meshes, the points can be classified as in-mesh and out-of-mesh points; from the distance between points and roads, the points can be divided into peripheral and distant points. Specifically, there are 5 subcategories. (1) As shown in the plot, Q denotes the entire range. Li represents a specific road, W expresses the topological road mesh composed of Li and Q2 means the closed area surrounded by Li. Li has a buffer area represented by Q3 having a specific width threshold. The points in the overlapping area of Q2 and Q3 are classified as the same subcategory called in-mesh boundary points, i.e., those in the blue area as shown in the figure. (2) Out-of-mesh boundary points are those in Q3 but not in Q2, i.e., the points in the orange area as shown in the figure.(3) A dangled road is selected to build a buffer area having a specific width threshold near it, with Q1 representing the buffer area. The points in Q1 are of the same subcategory called dangled peripheral points, i.e., those in the pink area as shown in the figure.(4) Those in Q2 but not in Q3 are classified as inmesh points, i.e., those in the green area as shown in the figure.(5) Dispersed points refer to those out of Q1, Q2 and Q3, which are relatively far away from roads and therefore least constrained by the roads, i.e., those in the white area as shown in the figure.
These 5 subcategories have different distribution characteristics. Hence, different selection approaches or sequences should be adopted.
ALGORITHM INTRODUCTION Selection Algorithm
On large-scale maps, especially city maps, points are usually distributed along roads. If a point is close to roads, it is highly constrained by the roads; in contrast, a point distant from the roads is less constrained. Therefore, the "thinning approach" was adopted to the selection of peripheral points. Thinning means a selection approach that simulates land cultivation. If crops are densely distributed, it is necessary to uproot some crops at a certain distance so that the rest crops can have a better environment for growth. Likewise, the thinning approach was applied to the selection of boundary points to ensure sparse distribution so that the boundary points can meet the cartographic requirements of small-scale maps. The selection process is as follows. (1) Identify the boundary points (P1...Pm) in the buffer area of a road, calculate the projective point of each boundary point on the topological road and establish mapping between the projective and original point. As shown in Fig. 3 , the black point denotes the original point, the red one represents the projective point of the boundary point projected onto the topological road and the line in blue means the mapping between the projective and the original point.(2) Calculate the length between the starting point of the topological road to each projective point on the topological road respectively and order the projective points accordingly to obtain an ordered projective point set {P'1...P'm}.(3) Calculate the selection coefficient defined as K = K1 / K2 according to the generalization requirements, where K1 means the number of points after generalization and K2 is the proportion of these points to the total points before generalization. Apply the coefficient K to the ordered projective point set {P'1...P'm} for interval selection to obtain the final projective point set {P''1...P''m}.(4) Determine the original point set {P1...Pn} based on the final projective point set {P''1...P''m} to select boundary points. Among the five POI subcategories in this paper, the in-mesh boundary points, outof-mesh boundary points and dangled-road peripheral points were classified under peripheral points, which were highly constrained by roads in terms of distribution. Hence, the thinning selection approach was adopted to select these points. Particularly, the in-mesh boundary points were processed by mesh-basis, i.e., based on the topological polygons on the roads topology; the out-of-mesh boundary points and dangled-road peripheral points were respectively processed on the basis of curved sections. In-mesh points and dispersed points were both distant from roads, which indicated that they were less constrained by roads. Therefore, approaches to the selection of these points varied according to distribution pattern analysis. The dispersed points without special distribution pattern were selected randomly. Otherwise, an appropriate selection approach would be adopted in the light of the specific distribution pattern. 
Selection Principles
(1) The selection of point sets in a road network follows the general rule that peripheral points should be selected before the dispersed ones. With regard to the selection of peripheral points, those along mesh roads should be selected before selecting the points along dangled roads; as to those in topological meshes, the selection of in-mesh points should follow that of mesh-line boundary ones. In general, the selection order is: in-mesh boundary points out-of-mesh boundary points dangled-road peripheral points in-mesh points dispersed points.
(2) If the number of in-mesh points was smaller than a specific threshold value, no selection is required and all in-mesh points should be included. Only when the number of a specific point category exceeds the threshold value can point selection proceed. The principle is also applied to the selection of dangled-road peripheral points.
(3) The specific side (left or right) where the dangled-road peripheral points are located should be determined before selection. The peripheral point set should be divided into two subsets, namely the left and the right subsets, before adoption of the thinning selection approach. It is necessary to divide the peripheral point set because the thinning approach uses the linearly distributed projective points to represent the original points in non-linear distribution and enables selection of the original points through ordered and interval selection of the projective points. If dangled-road peripheral points are distributed as shown in Fig. 4 (the figure on the left) and no division is carried out, the selection result is probably as shown in Fig. 4 (on the upper right). Therefore, it is inappropriate to skip the division procedure before selection. The correct selection result should be as shown in Fig. 4 (on the lower right).
(4) Buffer areas may overlap each other at junction points, which gives rise to classification problems of the points in these overlapping areas. The classification of these points should follow the selection order.
EXPERIMENT Preparation
First of all, a topological structure of road network should be established. If necessary, preconditioning of road data should be performed. For instance, in the process of road data acquisition, the connection of certain roads may be omitted due to errors or other factors. In this case, the data acquisition should be extended to ensure a correct topological structure that allows identification of isolated roads, dangled roads, mesh roads and topological road meshes composed of mesh roads. . 5 shows the point data selection results of the urban area of a specific city. The point distribution before selection is in (a), the selection results in the proportion of 50% is in(b), the selection results in the proportion of 20% is in (c). From the circled areas in (b) and (c), it can be seen that, from the perspective of visual effect, the selection results have maintained the relative density of point distribution and the characteristics of original points distributed along roads. 
Results
Fig
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a selection algorithm for urban POI constrained by road network was put forward based on the fact that urban POI distribution on large-scale maps is largely constrained by road network. A topological structure of road network was established for distribution-based POI classification, aiming to achieve effective POI selection through classification. Compared to the existing approaches, the approach in this paper has taken the relation between points and their surroundings into consideration and effectively maintained the distribution characteristics of original points after generalization. Processed via computing programs, the algorithm was applied to an experiment with actual data of the urban area of a city. The experimental results were reasonable and accurate, which suggests the feasibility and practicality of the approach to actual urban POI selection.
The follow-on studies may focus on regulating the width of buffer areas in a road network and the proportion of peripheral points in selection based on the degree of constraint of roads at different levels on POI and the corresponding weight of curved sections in a topological structure of road network to improve the rationality and accuracy of selection results.
